BOOTH pricing information for vendors
Booths in both gyms are 10’ x 10’ and are $120.00 each. All wall spaces have electrical access and are
charged an additional $10 regardless of use.
Lobby Booth 107-109 are 10’x10’ – they are all end corners and 107 and 109 have electricity.
Lobby Booth A is a 6’x12’ and is $80. Lobby Hallway booths 110-113 are 8’x12’ and are $120.00.
Any end corner booths regardless of location are an additional $10. Anyone not possessing a Carson City
or Nevada State Business License (NOT an exemption) pays an additional fee of $10 for a temporary
event fee. If you have either license, a current copy must be on file with the craft fair coordinator,
preferably sent with your initial application and jury photos. Canopies allowed ONLY with 10’x10’ booths
– the tops must be removed.
HALLWAY Booths B-S are 6’x12’ and are $80. Spaces B and H are end corners and H has electricity. B-H
are in the main hallway between the two gyms, and I-S are in the hallway in Senator Square to the right
next to the library. All hallway booths are wall spaces, but with the exception of H, they do not have
electricity, so the wall space/electricity fee does not apply to these booths.
HALLWAY Booths AA-DD are 5’x8’ and are $50. These booths are also in the hallway to the left of the
library and close to the Santa booth in Senator Square. Space DD is an end corner. No electricity is
available in these booths.
Senator Square is an indoor courtyard area, and food as well as the Santa booth are in that area.
Senator Square Booths 114-127 are 10’x10’ and are $120.00. Spaces 114,120,121, and 127 are end
corners.
Senator Square Booths 128-141 are 8’x12’ and are $120.00. Booths 130,132,133,135,136,138,139, and
141 are end corners. Spaces 128 and 129 have electricity and are both end corners. Booths 130-132 and
136-138 are back to back and in a cluster with a walkway between this group and the adjoining set.
Booths 133-135 and 139-141 make up another back to back cluster of booths. There is a walkway
between booths 132 and 133 and between booths 138 and 139.

REMINDER – DO not send any money with your application. Wait until you have been juried and
accepted. At that time, the coordinator, Cathy Barbie, will contact you concerning booth locations and
pricing.

